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Process Map for Reporting a Prevent Concern for a Child and/or an Adult at Risk 

 

 

Member of staff NOTICES a concern that someone may be on the route to being radicalised 

Member of staff must CHECK out the validity of their concern e.g. with their 

line manager, colleagues and/or CNTW SAPP team 

If the concern is valid, then SHARE the Prevent concern according to the perceived risk and to receive a proportionate response i.e. 

share the concern with both LA safeguarding and Police Special Branch simultaneously by following the stages below. 

Share the concern by following CNTW SAFEGUARDING 

procedures for making a safeguarding referral / reporting a 

concern. Web based incident report also to be completed 

 For a CHILD or YOUNG PERSON (aged under 18) go to local authority referral 
process for the area where the child resides. 
Make sure you state that you are making a referral under ‘Prevent’ 
(radicalisation).  
If you need any additional guidance or information you can call the relevant local 
authority or CNTW SAPP team 

 For an ADULT, go to local authority referral process for 
the area where the adult resides. 

Make sure you state that you are making a referral 
under ‘Prevent’ (radicalisation).  

If you need any additional guidance or information you 

can call the relevant local authority or CNTW SAPP 

team 

If there is an IMMEDIATE risk of a terror 

incident taking place you must call 999 or the 

Anti-Terrorist Hotline on 0800 789321 

 Share the same information (from your safeguarding referral) with 

Northumbria Police’s PREVENT Team who are based in Special Branch. 

They can be emailed at specialbranch@northumbria.pnn.police.uk  or 

prevent@cumbria.police.uk  and use the words 'Prevent Referral' in the 

subject field or in the body of the email. You can also call the Prevent Team 

in Special Branch on: 101 (ext. 63854) 

mailto:specialbranch@northumbria.pnn.police.uk
mailto:prevent@cumbria.police.uk
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What Happens Next 

 
      

The Local authority CHANNEL panel chair will discuss the referral 

with Northumbria Police PREVENT team and decide whether or 

not a CHANNEL panel or safeguarding meeting is required. 

A Prevent discussion or Safeguarding Meeting takes place ASAP which involves the 

Council CHANNEL panel chair and the Police Prevent Team (Special Branch) – usually 

within 24 hours. Here, any relevant information is gathered and shared to determine if there 

is any vulnerability to radicalisation. An initial safeguarding plan can be put in place. 

If already known to MAPPA then this multi-

agency process will take place 

If Channel Threshold Met If Channel Threshold is NOT met 

Other vulnerabilities and risks are addressed as part of a 

safeguarding plan.  This can include mainstream safeguarding 

responses such as a Section 42 / 47 strategy meeting, or early 

help and early intervention/support according to need. 

The Council Channel SPOC and the Police Channel Practitioner call 

together a Channel Panel (and/or a Section 42 / 47 Strategy Meeting) with 

all relevant partners’ Channel SPOCs (the panel/strategy meeting is 

chaired by the local authority). The referrer and where possible a member 

of CNTW SAPP team should attend the meeting 

The Channel Panel develops and implements a support plan depending 

on the individual’s needs and level of risk (the individual must have 

consented to be part of the Channel support programme) 

The individual will exit the Channel process only when the Channel partners 

feel the risk of radicalisation has been removed or significantly lessened 


